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Cover Your Tracks Without Changing Your Identity: How to Disappear Until
You WANT to Be Found
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Learn where you can go, how to get there, what to take, where to stay, how to live comfortably
and safely in your refuge and how exactly to return home when - and when - you decide to. Why
not you need to off, cover your tracks and then return to your old lifestyle once the dust offers
settled?Is your life on a unpredictable manner?
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. Anyone with half a brain already knows what's in the book. It really is greatly overpriced, it
should be a 99 cent publication. You can get more helpful information on the internet for free.. It
appears the author wants to send you to additional books to get to the meat of how to disappear
without entering plenty of detail. To become reasonable, his stories are sweet, but this reserve
lacks meats and delivers whip cream in its place. Look somewhere else. Doesn't really help This
wasn't worth enough time or money.!(drumroll). Quick-reading, underwhelming
reserve/advertisement.." you might have more important problems to deal with than types your
looking to run away from. The suggestions offered are very basic and common-sense that was a
little disappointing; more annoying is usually that the writer continually factors you to various
other books, most of which are published by... TOTAL CRAP Ill save you a while.! Over priced but
not bad. This books isn't a good deal Nonetheless it isn't a BAD book, either. If the purchase price
were lower, I'd recommend it. GARBAGE !. and you also know why this publication sucks. Also
dated; You're not "covering your tracks" you're becoming a homeless vagabond." Suggestions
that simply wouldn't normally be possible today (I dunno if indeed they were possible when the
book was written.. this is a complete waste of money - if you believe that some of this actually
works then I have to question the type of trouble you're in and when you are I suggest a different
guide than this particular one.. you guessed it, the same publisher that put this one
out.Extremely lame book without real information Very lame book with no true information.. the
authors option/main idea:. Two Stars Very basic AN EXTREMELY Small Book with a Few Good
Tidbits and Stories I felt cheated and reading this book...... I don't recommend it.. Useful HOW
EXACTLY TO Book Bought this for a pal, haven't read it. In the event that you read this reserve
and find yourself saying, "wow, I never would have thought of that!..!! Outstanding! It is very basic
and actually applies more to guys than women. stay static in campgrounds and function blue
collar careers! It results in as a thinly veiled advertisement greater than a manual. not really
designed for the "Internet Age group....) plus some suggestions that make sense, and many
suggestions that make no feeling. and on page 17 there exists a picture of the writer... I wouldn't
recommend buying this Well written, interesting, but superficial and impractical. Its was
compiled by a creepy, excess fat, weirdo, whom no one would ever even notice or care if indeed
they did, missing.. The friend is an extremely discriminating reader and frugal which means this
must be a worthwhile edition. Is okay not comprehensive there are some wonderful thoughts
that went into this one , but it doesnt go considerably enough to show how to in fact disapear in
plain sight.its really worth a go through, but really requires a tune up.
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